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The 'Right Way' for Designers
Industrial Design has a moral and ethical dimension going back to the days of
William Morris, who spoke of the need for the artist to involve himself in craft to
improve objects made by industry (1901). A few decades later in the celebrated
Bauhaus design school, the 'right way' was similarly stated as being the project in
which artists would improve the quality of manufactured goods (Pevsner 1936;
Neumann 1993). In those days the ideas of socialism found expression in design as
an aesthetic discourse espousing the honesty of toil and the showing in the works
the toil of the worker (Wolfe 1989). By the 1950s, the decades of design and
manufacture for war had shifted the focus to the notion of fitting the task to the man,
which, labelled Ergonomics, focussed upon the human body's abilities (Dreyfuss
1951). While for many this was the time of indulgence in the possibility of utopia
being ushered in by designers (Fuller 2008), for others it was time to begin looking
at the neglected populations of the planet. "Can poverty be eradicated?" they asked
(Schumacher 1978). In design there was talk of feeding the poor and designing in
context to respond to the needs of the less privileged (Papanek 1985).
At an event in London in 1971 the focus was upon Design for Need (Bicknell and
McQuiston 1977; Bonsiepe 1977). This is the first we see of designers in the West
going to the less-developed places of the planet to work sensitively with local
conditions (Bonsiepe 1977). We see that this is about the point at which the phrase
'design for development' begins to gain currency (NID 1979). Years later, my
experience of this firsthand in India, is of designers discussing the Indian
government's five-year plans and development agenda to arrive at their individual
responses to design’s role in the project of development. The texts (Trivedi 1990)
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from this period show us a window into a world where the capitalist, in the form of the
manufacturer or client, is seen as evil and unscrupulous. Design, therefore, turns
away and develops the ability to work with the state and its peculiar mechanisms of
funding projects (Chatterjee 2005). This could have gone on for more than a decade
had it not been for the collapse of the iron curtain and the marginalization of the
project of socialism in India. The transformation of a once socialist state to capitalism
meant design schools could look at projects with industry without guilt. Soon
designers who emerged from university knew little about the discourse of
development and were instead keenly aware of the market and corporate marketing
strategies (Koshy 2008).
Meanwhile, to leave India and focus upon the world again, the decades of postwar
development and unbridled prosperity in the U.S. have created a vibrant and codified
practice of product design focussed upon serving manufacturing. When the time
comes for an engagement with the ethical dimension in design, it would also
encompass the right way to manufacture goods (Sparke 1986), thus continuing an
earlier discourse of the early post-war years, when extreme functionalism in the form
of ergonomics emerged to modulate the practice of manufacturers. Later design texts
that picked up on the environmental discourse also began to speak of going into
factories to preach the virtues of pollution-free manufacture (Brezet and van Hemel
1997). Labelled ecodesign, design projects aimed to make products more
environmentally friendly by studying and modifying the way objects are made –
cleaner production, and what they are made of – material selection. At RMIT the Key
Centre for Design was the acknowledged architect of Eco-Redesign, an approach to
re-visualize current manufactured products (Ryan 2003). Today however, many
manufacturers have sophisticated processes in place to meet tough environmental
standards and employ specialists charged with the task of bettering their
environmental performance(Aoe 2003). Design soon found that its way of dealing with
the environment was not in demand within the manufacturing sector, and the very
word “ecodesign” was then replaced by another: sustainability (Vezzoli and Manzini
2008).
Sustainability did not stay a fringe phenomenon in design, as the environmental
movement had largely tended to be, and quickly emerged as a fundamental review of
the very way the planet and the professions was to be seen. At this time there were
deep changes in the environmental movement itself, since it had matured and
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included former socialists (Nordhaus and Shellenberger 2005) looking for a new
campaign into which to push their passions. When the discourse of sustainability got
politicized, it became an overwhelming phenomenon for many in industrial design.
The pure technical scope of eco- or environmental redesign was replaced with a
complex discourse. In this climate, what design's response was no longer being
proposed only by designers; while sustainability in the early days meant a focus upon
the environmental performance of products, the meaning has grown to include the
rights of populations and the marginalized. A more recent expression of the role and
responsibility of the designer from within design is captured by Thackara when he
writes that "designers have only recently been told, with the rest of us, how incredibly
sensitive we need to be to the possible consequences of any design steps we take"
(2005).
The narrative above mirrors the historical approach I deliver to my students when
discussing the role a designer ought to play in the discourse of sustainability. This
narrative also marks touch points in my design education, practice and teaching, for I
have studied, worked and taught within the paradigms of 'design for development',
ecodesign, and now sustainability. I have witnessed changes in terminologies and
methods of work, but what has stayed consistent is the meta-narrative of
sustainability as being within the moral and ethical practice of design. When
proposed as a discourse of the 'the right way' for design, particular paradigms
become 'projects' and ways of engagement and so constitute a way for students to
apprehend then construct a personal practice of design.

Engaging with Society
I studied design in India in the early eighties, when design education contained a
strong ethical strain that was tied to the discourse of development in an emerging
economy. You did not design for the rich, for that would be morally wrong. You were
getting trained to be a designer who would do something about poverty in India. At
this time, a decade before I entered design school, an international event was held in
India, and the design scene was still highly excited about the visions proposed at that
event: the Ahmedabad Declaration, a charter for design in India, proposed the
engagement of design with development as 'the right way' to do design in a country
where more than three quarters of the population was poor. Naturally then, built into
the curriculum of NID at this time were courses in craft documentation and rural
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exposure both involving students' spending time in villages documenting and
interacting with the very poor.

Image 1: Course planning chart

When I began teaching a few years later, it was in the Masters design program in
India, and I taught two courses that dealt with sustainability. The first course, Design
for Environment and Human Care, dealt on one side with environmental
considerations in design and on the other with consideration of the needs of the
differently-abled including the aged, disabled and children. Environmental
considerations thus were a special extra, similar to design for special facilities for the
aged, to be included in the design of products in specific instances where relevant.
The moral voice in this course emerged with the politicising of these two dimensions
– environment and human care – with the argument that these aspects constituted
the fundamental principles for all design. The second course, Design for Sustainable
Development, dealt with the larger discourse of sustainable development, which was
not so much about the environment as it was about design's participation in
development processes and projects. The term ‘sustainable development’ here takes
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its meaning from the way it is generally understood in the NGO sector in India:
development that is sustainable for human collectives such as the rural poor (Fisher
1995). Students typically encountered case studies of NGO projects and would
design products and systems focussing upon the improvement in the quality of life of
rural folk or urban slum dwellers. Both courses had a descriptive curriculum that set
out in words the concepts and areas to be covered. It is at this stage that I developed
a chart that could be used to either plan the semester course or the individual
journey for a student in the course. The planning chart shown above sets out the
categories of both: the nature of learning events and the level of the discourse that
could be assigned to an event. Through a separation of content, treated as arbitrary
and unique for each student, and method, as educating events, the chart made the
course explicit, and this allowed students to construct their course as a project with
learning events that best worked for them individually.
Hypothetically, one student or a group might encounter their course as five distinct
elements: 1) a talk by speaker on sustainable development (in one instance a visitor
spoke about the work of an NGO on Watershed management); 2) a term paper on
the caste system as a way to understand a topic in the Indian context; 3) a studio
exercise at product level could involve the ecoredesign of a product; 4) I may have
been asked to give a lecture on an emerging issue such as sustainable consumption
(I did speak once on this topic and explained my participation in a UNEP roundtable
on Sustainable Production and Consumption; 5) the group would study the Campus
Recycling Project as an example of a design project dealing with sustainability and
development, including income generation for its members.
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Image 2: Collection Centre of the Campus Recycling Project

Elsewhere sustainability was often the theme of the studio courses I taught. Often
projects would begin as classroom exercises and become live funded research
projects with students working on specific aspects inside these large projects. In
1998 a group of 25 students, in their first-year design studio, were given the task of
revisualizing the waste system of a university campus in India. The documented
solution imagined a zero waste campus that cut itself off from the waste collection
and disposal system of the city and instead collected, segregated, and recycled its
waste. The project was theoretical and was visualized as a provocation to challenge
the dominant practices and systems being proposed for improvement of waste
practices at that time in India. The design studio was pure indulgence and was set up
to give students a sense of the potential in design for visualizing scenarios of the
future. A year later the goal of 'no municipal collection of waste from campus' was
being realized as a pilot project, and I was coordinating a university service recycling
the 2 tonnes of waste produced each day. Awarded an environmental prize in year
three, the project helped its workers become a commercial entity that recycled 90%
of the campus waste (Soumitri and Chaudhuri 2001). The service continues in
operation today, and there have been no municipal waste pickups from the campus
since 1999. Similar studio projects that were prototyped were: a provocation of the
campus cutting off its sewage pipe so that it was forced to recycle all its water; and
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another that minimised the use of petrol and diesel vehicles on campus by setting up
a pedal-powered vehicle service that used rickshaws designed by the students.

Image 3: Pedal power transport service on Campus.

Five years ago I moved to RMIT in Australia, and the first big change was that the
development discourse was replaced by market thinking. Poverty and the rural
population needing help were not themes that engaged design in Australia with.
Design in this context was primarily focussed upon consumption and upon a rarefied
boutique culture of one-off and art events. I had trouble reconciling my teaching
practice with this new situation, and in my first teaching term at RMIT I brought the
homeless from the streets of Melbourne along with the staff of the Big Issue
magazine into the classroom. Such engagements were not to last, and in time I
realized that the state ownership of the care sector was quite extensive. The NGO
sector, the mainstay of my engagement with the client side of design services in
India, was a marginal fact of design practice in Australia. This, the change in the
discourse, was one fact of the change in my teaching practice. The other was that
the curriculum was missing; there was a structure for a four-year program, but the
content, articulated as topics to be covered, was not specified. For example, a
course called Design Studies was numbered from 1 to 4 over the four semesters that
it was taught. Content was defined not as knowledge areas or topics, but could be
inferred from the attributes listed in the capabilities statement of the program. This
meant the teacher could bring new content into the course each time it was taught,
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and this provided a space for the construction of a practice-orientated centre for the
courses I would teach.

The Context of My Teaching
Sustainability teaching in the Industrial Design program at RMIT is often an
interdisciplinary construct, as in the case of the Ecosphere elective I am teaching in
2009. Though a significant part of the curriculum has to do with the core content of
the discipline of industrial design, a part of the curriculum may also be shared with
the other departments and specialities in both the local cluster and the larger
university groupings. These shared bits are not just electives. Often a major project
was set up to be taught with a colleague from another specialization. The location of
the design program in a specific academic cluster therefore subtly transforms the
curriculum through privileging a value system and a specific language. The context in
Delhi was engineering, and projects could be tutored with an colleague from
mechanical engineering, while at RMIT the collaborations were more within the
architecture and design grouping, which privileged the aesthetic, the social, and the
material in a specifically design discourse. Therefore, while the context of a program
or institution changes the nature of the content, the program community can also
weigh in with visionary goals that impact upon the curriculum.
In 2004 two things happened that were to green the Industrial Design program at
RMIT in a very specific way. The first was that the university had initiated an
exercise, a working group, to engage academic programs in the School of
Architecture and Design in fleshing out and articulating a sustainable pathway for
students. The Industrial Design program took part in the initiative enthusiastically,
constructed a pathway in the program, and got individual course coordinators to
provide a minimum of one sustainability module in every suite of course offerings.
The second was that the program decided to green its advisory committee by inviting
experts in sustainable thinking to the group. In this way, at the level of the
administration the program saw itself constructing design and design education as
fundamentally an ethical practice. Four years later, these early beginnings had an
impact on the discussions at a staff retreat, where the collective academic group
agreed that all courses in the program would have sustainability built into them.
Though acknowledged and agreed upon in spirit, the actual ways in which staff
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teaching in the program work out the sustainability component in their various
courses will get defined over the coming semesters and years.
My teaching practice is a form of research-orientated undergraduate teaching where
the course is constructed as a research project and on completion of the semester
gets written up and published as a conference paper. In such a research project, the
student, playing the role of a short-term transient researcher, enters into an ongoing
research project of a staff member to explore a specific territory. The act of teaching
is then both a joint exploration of an area and simulates the supervision of a research
student. Both theory and studio courses are constructed as short research projects,
with the learning outcome being both content and skills acquisition relevant to the
practicing of design professionally. This way of constructing design education
parallels pedagogical practices in design education and is a variation of both the
traditional atelier model of teaching design and the industry-orientated model of
teaching design, where the problems the students worked upon were either provided
by an industry partner or simulated the fiction of an industry R&D or consultancy
context. The difference is that when we see the full series of projects offered by one
staff member over time we see a pattern that in sustainability can then be likened to
an ongoing campaign and where design education ends up engendering agency in
the student.

The Technical and the Social
Much of the early part of the history of both industrial design and sustainability in
industrial design has been dominated by the producer-perspective, however, both
development thinking and sustainability activism, which is very accessible to the
students, paint the producer as evil and this makes for an interesting situation in the
construction of the discourse. I locate my teaching practice in this tension and strive
to heighten and highlight the tension so that a specific role for the designer can be
constructed. In simple terms the designer is an agent who deals with the visualization
of products and systems, but lurking beneath the shell of the professional is a
person, too, and sustainability is just the sort of subject to bring an individual's
engagement with society to the fore. 'Do you care' can become a theme, which can
be answered with 'yes' or with 'I just want to get on with my job', thus providing a
topic for discussion in the classroom that often will veer to the moral imperative,
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when students will speak of the ‘right way’. This makes the case and establishes that
ideology is an important component of design practice and must be located in the
foreground of a discussion of sustainability.
The teaching of sustainability in design has two clear aspects to it. One, the technical
side to sustainability is taught widely as ecodesign or ecoredesign. The content of
the course here deals with a focus upon manufacture, both in the selection of
materials and in the way a product is produced. In this instance the product is a
given, and the design project aims to transform it to make its environmental impact
smaller. The task in teaching is to give students access to and develop in them the
ability to work on ecoredesign projects, often involving life cycle assessment tools.
There may also be projects involving the design of new products that improve upon
existing ways of doing things, such as a goal to use less water. The project here is
not focussed centrally upon the eco performance of the product but instead looks to
enable new and more sustainable practices. The second is an example of the social
side to sustainability teaching, where the students learn to study and understand
people’s practices. The project of design is to make these practices more sustainable
through an intervention that could be either the design of products or services or a
combination of these. An explanation that I use with my students is that, one way to
do sustainability in design is to make existing products greener, and another is to
design products that are a part of or promote a green practice.
Industrial design, however, is not only about the design of products for manufacture.
In recent years design has raised the significance of innovation as a potential central
feature of its discourse and engaged with quite a number of the dimensions of the
sustainability discourse. As innovation, design engages with the social discourses
and the community where projects involving people with sustainable outcomes
become possible. As the visualizer of the object of desire, the moral discourse allows
design to engage with consumption. Such a broadening of the ambit of an
engagement with sustainability, allows design projects to be constructed as
campaigns and sustainability ventures. Such design projects mirror the phenomenon
where the designer-client relationship sits alongside the designer-maker, in this case
the designer of sustainability campaigns, as a potential competitor to the client.
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The story on the ground
In this section I explain the local practice of studio teaching and the key aspects of
the courses including practices such as balloting and the course selection by
students and how the assessment of the student work is done. To do this I use a
course I am teaching this semester, The Ecosphere Project, as an example.
The Ecosphere Project was born in December 2008, when I spoke to the Vice
Chancellor of a new university in New Delhi about the need for a futuristic and
sustainable vision for the new campus they were planning to build. Over the months
as my thinking about this idea developed, I began to construct the project as a
modelling of an ecosphere-like system for a human habitat. By late January I was
drafting a research project proposal for the exploration of a closed loop ecosystem
campus. My commitments in this research grant application were to do a conference
paper, an exhibition, and to teach an undergraduate studio course. The course, run
as an 'authentic task' or 'live project', would give students the opportunity to
speculate upon utopian scenarios as a way to understand key principles of
sustainability. The 'project' of the visualization of an agenda for a sustainable
university campus was by the start of semester worked out and ready to take on
students.
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Image 4: Poster for balloting.

Some time previously I had indicated to the coordinator of the electives stream in the
Industrial Design Program the possibility of my offering an elective in Semester 1
2009, so I had a tentative slot available. By late January with the visualization of the
project completed, I also had a title for the elective – Ecosphere – and had made up
a poster for it. The poster was needed to advertise the elective to students across the
school, because I was hoping to get Architecture and Landscape Architecture
students opting for my elective. I sent off this poster to the electives coordinators of
Architecture, Landscape Architecture, and Industrial Design. The posters were put up
two weeks before the start of the semester. On the Tuesday before the start of term,
the students assembled in the lecture theatre of the school to hear presentations
about the various studios and elective courses on offer. After the presentations were
done, students had to enter their preferences, balloting online for the courses on
offer.
In Year 3, students choose all their courses-tutor groups through the balloting
process. In spirit the balloting process aims to match student interests to the studio
and elective projects on offer. While the system is set up to give students their first
preference, often certain courses tend to be oversubscribed, and in such an instance
students may have to settle for their third or fourth preference. Conversely, courses
that are undersubscribed do not run, and for sessional staff members, this can mean
they do not get to teach that semester. For staff in the program an undersubscribed
course can be an embarrassment. As a result, the system has an unintended
consequence in that it sets up a competitive culture and pushes teaching staff to
spice up their courses with intriguing titles and content that may be attractive to
students. I myself have gone along in the past and given my courses names like
Cultural Amplification, and The Corporation Game. However, I tired of this, reacted to
the naming game, and switched to more plain and explanatory titles like Spending
Habits, a project on sustainable consumption, and Say No to Bottled Water, a project
to make drinking water fountains popular by designing them to be more appealing.
The use of the name “Ecosphere” was intended to raise in the student’s mind the
image of the ecosystem enclosed in a glass sphere as a model for a closed loop
human settlement for a new university campus in India. The closed loop being an
ecological utopia where there was no waste and the ecological footprint was the
smallest possible.
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In the first day of class the Ecosphere elective had 23 students sitting in; this number
was to grow to 27 before dropping off to 14. Though the course initially looked
oversubscribed, in reality there were many who came to the first class ‘to check out
the course’, some others came to the second class, and it was only in week four that
I could say conclusively that the group I was looking at in class would stay. My task
was going to be one of getting students from three different disciplines and three
different year levels (3, 4 and 5) to work on delivering the same kind of outcome. As I
write this, the students have submitted their projects, and collectively the ecosphere
becomes visible through their projects. I have compiled the projects and built up the
collective picture in my writing up a conference paper and talked about the
ecosphere as being made of four parts or subsystems namely – cycles, community,
spaces and transactions. I have also developed an interactive installation, which
gives the visitor an experience — visions of the ecosphere — for an exhibition in
Lisbon.

Assessment and Support
The studio teaching model, similar to the atelier and guild model, privileges the
knowledge that rests within the experience and practice of the teacher and thus
demands a level of compassion from the teacher. Often this can create a situation
where the centre of power is located in the teacher, and the student experiences a
feeling of powerlessness. The situation often leads to a behavioural change in
students, where they become adept at analysing the expectations of the lecturer and
in meeting these expectations. Design education then becomes induction of young
people into the professional community rather than challenging paradigms. Often
arbitrary practices in the classroom are justified by ‘this is how things are in the
profession’, without encouraging students to develop abilities to deal with the
unknown, uncertainty and change. Furthermore, continuing the discourse of power,
the assessment events, both in-semester reviews and end of semester assessments,
are conducted in the jury tradition where a panel listens to presentations and marks
the students’ work. In the Industrial Design program at RMIT, the Learner Centered
Project in the past worked to counter this specific power dynamic in design education
and made two principles central to local educational practice: respect for the student,
and joy in the learning process. The crucial innovation of the project was to question,
and set aside as arbitrary, the privileging of the workplace as the determinant of
student learning experiences. This was a departure that placed value on university
experiences and also challenged the way design was taught.
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In Industrial design these days students are required to submit a learning contract at
the start of a course and indicate a grade they would aim for though their work.
Called `grades at the beginning’ of the course, this practice has seen some
considerable change in the culture of the program and especially in the relationship
between the students and teachers. Teaching this year within the ID program I
departed from the norm and rather than learning contracts asked students to set
project goals. I then designed an assessment rubric (shown in the image below),
which was handed to the students at the beginning of the course with an explanation
that they would have to self-assess. Their self-assessment would be checked and
validated by me, their teacher, and if there was a large discrepancy and therefore
disagreement, the situation would be resolved through dialogue. The students would
still present their work for validation at specific intervals with a final end of the
semester presentation of their completed project to a panel with representatives from
their peer group.

Image 5: Assessment Rubric

I have practiced variations of peer and self-assessments for close to two decades
now. In the present situation the Industrial Design students were familiar and
potentially comfortable with self-assessment, whereas the students from other
disciplines found the process strange. I therefore took extra care to explain that the
process aimed to create an environment where students are enthusiastic, eager,
self-motivated and not focused solely on grades and assessment, and where staff
are confident, approachable and interested in students’ development.
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Image 6: The front page of the online site for the course.
While the main form of engagement in the course was though a two-hour tutorial
session, the course also had an online presence on the learning hub, which uses the
blackboard system. The site contained videos (like the one shown in the image)
about India, sustainability, and videos about future urban scapes in student projects
and competition outcomes. For example in one class we saw a video where Kamal
Meattle, an architect in New Delhi, speaks of his practice of populating spaces with
plants that clean the air and discussed his work in the context of the Ecosphere. The
site also contained a wiki where students put up their work, as videos and flash files,
which was then shared in class. All course material, including handouts, was kept
online. The site also had a discussion board, which was particularly popular in the
initial weeks of the course.

The Students I Teach
In the first class of the Ecospehere elective, when the students walked into class one
by one, I could see that I already knew a few of them from previous courses I had
taught. As the students introduced themselves in the first class, they had to give a
reason for selecting this particular course. I heard many of them express an interest
in being part of a live project, and an equal number spoke of an interest in
sustainability in design and architectural practice. At this stage they were yet to get a
detailed briefing about the course, so as I was listening to their rationale for course
selection, I was noting that some of them had taken courses with a sustainability
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focus before. I would go away from this first session with a mental map of the
differing student abilities I had to work with for a whole semester.
The Ecosphere project was visualized as being made up of many small projects,
such as water or energy, which students had to elect to work upon individually.
Though I would need to have a fully fleshed-out Ecosphere at the end of the
semester, I had to concede at the start that some parts may have been thinly worked
out. The theoretical exploration and reading required in this course was minimal;
instead it asked the students to be extremely idealistic and work from first principles.
Interestingly, extreme idealism was difficult for some quite high achieving students
given to pragmatic problem solving. The course would also contain students who
would want to take it easy, and the fact that they were coming along for the ride
would affect their ability to take risks. Added to this was the difference in classroom
culture in the different disciplines, seen in the stern demeanour in class of students
from some disciplines, while Industrial Design students, who were on home turf,
could be jolly and given to joking in class.
It is in the nature of the area that when you teach sustainability you get a bunch of
students who are hugely passionate, and this makes for a very exciting engagement
with the class. Over the years my interest in the learning journeys of my student
cohorts has made me look more closely at individual students, and years ago I
sketched a spider diagram (Image: 6) to portray a typology of student motivations in
a typical class, initially to obtain student perspectives on their encounter with a
course in sustainability. Here I was accepting the fact that a student may not have
actively chosen to be in this course and may have been there because the
alternative was equally uninspiring. In making their motivations a topic of discussion
in class, I was engaging students in reflection about the complexity involved in
sustainability (where, for example, the protection of forests and species by state
decree has made many plants and animals extinct, or where negotiations on issues
dealing with sustainability were fraught with conflicting motivations of stakeholders,
many of who might be quite cynical about global warming). I would ask students to
state which of the eight choices in the spider diagram best described their attitude to
sustainability. Invariably a large proportion would start with opting for ‘confused’,
some would go for ‘radical left’ or ‘conservative’. As the discussion progressed I
would extrapolate on what each of the attitudes might mean, and we would
collectively share by citing examples of one or another attitude. By the end we would
reach a general consensus that the ‘fetishist’, as the creative individual who would
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make an object that was based upon the theme of sustainability, and the ‘technocrat’,
as that individual who would redesign an object or system to be more ecoeffecient,
best captured the role of the designer. Such a conclusion invariably led to an
outburst of dissatisfaction, and then it would be time to move on.

Image 6: Spider diagram of student motivations.

Looking back
The above account of a teaching practice, in teaching sustainability to Industrial
Design students, is an instance of normal studio teaching in design. Sustainability
here becomes a ‘topic’ of exploration within a design project that focuses primarily
upon ways of designing of objects and services. This design project is the key
curriculum artefact and method in studio teaching, shared with other courses in
design, is focussed upon the student learning skills and codified practices particular
to the discipline of design. Sustainability and, for that matter, any topic of exploration
through a studio project appears as an arbitrary construct relevant only for that
specific project. In making sustainability a recurring theme in my studio teaching I run
the risk of marginalizing my whole practice, since the subject of design has many
parallel discourses, all of which need exploration with equal depth. Sustainability
itself in this narrative struggles against being a peripheral discourse in design, and I
am right in the middle of the project of making it more central.
I have explained my theoretical construction of sustainability as being in two parts,
the material and the social. The sustainability agenda shifts relentlessly – and so
some level of pedagogical porosity is good. Additionally, the context defines the way
sustainability is taught and learned. Design privileges authentic tasks and self
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evaluation and believes in engendering student motivation – often with students who
get too passionate and get too involved with sustainability. The creation of the
authentic task allows for an engagement with current debates and discourses. The
studio privileges the doing of projects, and learning about sustainability happens, in
this instance, in a simulated fashion independent of the imperatives of conserving
contemporary culture and practices. Or even of negotiating solutions amidst
competing interests of stakeholder groups. Change is also tackled through a process
of constructing scenarios and back casting from the future.
However, in the teaching of sustainability in an Industrial Design program, a nagging
feeling of not having provided the student a wide enough canvas plagues me, or I
feel I may not have covered the range of topics that I ought to have. The example of
the Ecosphere studio course exemplifies an extreme form of the narrowness of
content and the focus upon design to the exclusion of sustainability, science and
technology, or politics. The nature of the studio teaching medium, is itself partly
responsible for such a specificity of content. Educating for sustainability from texts
and current debates can be a challenging venture, but this method is difficult to do in
a design education context, whereas encountering sustainability in the process of
redesigning the world and its systems is more suitable as a studio exercise. I
personally bring to the discourse of sustainability a desire to create agency in the
student where they see that they can make a difference and act independently of
client prerogatives, in the words of Buckminster Fuller. In this way I connect the
student to the notion of ‘the right way’ and a uniquely design way of dealing with the
discourse of sustainability. If anything it builds an ethical core in the student.
I imagine the future of sustainability teaching will constantly engage with the notion of
the ‘right way’ for design’s engagement with society. For the individual teacher, the
task of curriculum construction and teaching focussing upon sustainability will be a
continuous reengagement with and redefintion of what will later turn out to be
transient perspectives. In effect, teaching sustainability in design programs will
involve keeping an eye on emerging ways of dealing with the issue and
simultaneously constructing projects to effectively engage with the issue.
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